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What is lightJuice?
lightJuice is a technology that streamlines the way power and data are delivered to IT rich
environments. An example of such an environment would be a state-of-the-art hotel or conference
room with LED feature and task lighting, occupancy sensors, electronic blinds, phones, USB
charging points and so on.

How does it work?
By streamlining power and data, we mean that network cables are used to carry the power as
well as the data. This is known as Power over Ethernet (PoE), which is an international nonproprietary standard.
lightJuice sits at the interface between the PoE supply and the device that is being controlled,
such as an LED lamp.

Why do we want it?
lightJuice eliminates the AC mains wiring that would conventionally power the electrical devices
within the room. This equates to significant infrastructure cost savings, particularly as network
cabling is a standard feature of modern commercial buildings (and, increasingly, the high-end
domestic market). In a sense, the power just hitches a ride.
What’s more, the end-user benefits from an integrated, connected and reconfigurable solution.
Power over Ethernet uses DC voltage of less than 60V, which is human-safe, so cabling can
be moved without the need for an electrician. And because the network enables two-way data
flow, devices can ‘talk’ to each other or relay status information to central monitoring systems.

Is lightJuice just for lighting?
No. Controlling and dimming the lights is an obvious application, but there are many others.
lightJuice uses standard lighting protocols that can control other functions, such as switching,
sensing and motor automation.

Why now?
PoE has been around for at least a decade, and it is widely used in applications such as wireless
access points and IP phones. Indeed, Artistic Licence developed its first PoE product in 2002.
What has changed, crucially, is the amount of power that can be delivered. Until recently, Power
over Ethernet could deliver no more than about 25W, which significantly limits applications.
However, PoE is in the process of being upgraded. The next standard, known as PoE++ (IEEE
802.3bt) promises to deliver a minimum of 49W. In practice, proprietary technology already
delivers 60 - 70W.
This represents a tipping point for applications, most notably the LED market, which is seeing
huge expansion worldwide.

Why Artistic Licence?
We have decades of experience in both lighting control and IT/network protocols - a rare
combination!
The language of lighting control protocols, such as DMX512 and DALI, will be pivotal to the
expansion of Power over Ethernet based applications.
The lightJuice range contains interfaces that enable PoE++ to be exploited for the maximum
breadth of applications.

The lightJuice range
The defining feature of the lightJuice range is that all products support the PoE++ standard
(IEEE 802.3bt). Products fall into 3 main categories:
Dimmers for LED lighting These may be constant voltage (CV) or constant current (CC) type.
--Product name: lightJuice CV4, lightJuice CC
DMX512 or DALI gateways These are designed to allow conversion between ethernet based
lighting protocols (such as Art-Net and sACN) and the standard DMX512 or DALI protocols in
common use.
--Product name: lightJuice DMX4, lightJuice DALI
Power engines These extract the power from the PoE++ input, and output DC power for
consumption by devices further down the line. (The IT industry tends to refer to such devices
as ‘splitters’; however, we avoid the term as it has a different meaning in the lighting industry).
--Product name: lightJuice DC
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In the above example, lightJuice CV4 provides constant voltage dimming of an LED flexible
strip product. The network control data (which determine the required dimming levels) flow
over the ethernet (black) cable along with the power. (The network controller is not explicitly
shown). Power sourcing equipment is available from various manufacturers.
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In this example, lightJuice DMX4 serves as a gateway that translates the network control
data into DMX512 output. DMX512 is suitable for sophisticated lighting effects requiring fast
transitions; it has crossed over into the architectural lighting market from the entertainment
industry. lightJuice DMX4 supports RDM, which means that status data from the pixel wall
can be fed back to the controller.
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This example provides a variation on the one above. Instead of powering the pixel wall
using an external mains power supply, the power is supplied by lightJuice DC.
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In this example, lightJuice DALI serves as a gateway that translates the network control data
into DALI output. DALI is a standard protocol commonly used in commercial applications
that do not require complex lighting effects. lightJuice DALI also provides the bus power
(16V) that would otherwise require an external supply.

About Artistic Licence
Established in 1988, Artistic Licence is the industry expert in lighting control. We design and
manufacture products that control light, from the latest solid-state LED technology to more
traditional sources. Our range also covers test equipment and data distribution, and we are a
major supplier of OEM solutions worldwide.
For project work, our in-depth technological knowledge enables us to offer custom-build solutions
where no off-the-shelf product would be suitable. We routinely work with Art-Net, DMX512-A,
RDM, CRMX wireless DMX, sACN, KiNET and DALI, and offer a host of other services such
as computer-aided design and materials research and certification.
From stadium rock to sculptural art, and municipal works to designer hotels, we offer an eclectic
and international outlook. For reliability and innovation, the reputation of Artistic Licence is
second to none.

Network protocols expertise
Artistic Licence has played a key role in the lighting industry’s adoption of ethernet-based
protocols. We are the inventor of Art-Net, an open domain protocol for carrying DMX512/RDM
data. Art-Net is now supported by over 160 manufacturing companies worldwide.
More recently, we have released Art-Osc into the public domain. This protocol carries DALI over
ethernet, overcoming the inherent bandwidth limitation of the latter.

www.Art-Net.org.uk

www.Art-Osc.org.uk
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